
How can we help?

Handsfree & Automated
Handling

Due to the current Corona crisis organisations might find themselves confronted with
high volume urgent requests. Customer contact centers or websites are flooded with
requests from employees, customers and citizens which are mainly handled manually.
This involves high labor intensity and increases the error sensitivity. Seeing the current
situation and time pressure speed and efficiency is a must. It is essential to develop an
environment that brings structure to these requests and simultaneously provides
support for the requestors, automates tasks, provides quick implementable adjustments
and additions to the process and keeps an overview of the non-automated tasks.

Introducing Handsfree & Automated Handling

We are o�fering a scalable cloud solution (your own

cloud or an external one). The purpose is to automate

processes to a large extent and solely make use of

human interference where it is explicitly needed or in

special situations. This is valid for new as well as

already submitted requests. For example automated

handling of �illed in request forms, assessing and

granting schemes and subsequently informing the

applicant about the decision. We are providing this

amongst others in the form of con�igured robots

which are able to insert data into existing systems or

search for speci�ic information.

These solutions are being provided based on a RPA

(Robotics Process Automation) platform which can

run in its own cloud environment. The solution is

�lexible, scalable and where needed possible to

deploy on a structural basis. Atos is able to quickly

deliver such environments based on the best

technical solutions that apply to your organisation,

providing order and overview. Within these solutions

we adhere to regulations regarding GDPR and BIO

conform working.

2-day development
1-day online demo
within 1 week �irst version

2 people from client site
2�6 people from Atos site

Cooperation entirely via
Circuit, MS Teams, or Skype

Automatically processing large
volumes of requests

The solution will be developed

incrementally. Within 2 days we can

provide a demo and within a week a �irst

version will be available. Where needed

connections towards other systems can

be realized. From the �irst minutes it

provides a clear overview.

We work iteratively in sprints with a

weekly update and continuous

improvement of processes: when process

X incurs failure due to a special feature,

we will work on automating based on

that speci�ic feature.

The team consists of 2 persons from the

customer and 2�6 persons from Atos.

Specialists from the customer and from

the platform will be working as one team.

This is made possible via online

communication and collaboration via

your own platform or a platform provided

by Atos. The payment will occur for each

settlement of request.

The Approach What will you get?

On an external site requests will be

submitted. Requestors will be supported

for example through validations. The

processing happens according to process

descriptions, to a large extent automated

resulting in 30% timesaving and 50%

reduction in errors. Additionally, there is

permanent status information.

Next steps

The system will be re�ined to the desired level of control in weekly sprints. Temporary RPA
connections will be replaced with �ixed connections where needed.

Get in touch with one of our consultants for more information and details on how we can help
you with challenges, to solutions and success.


